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This writer met John Fy-Kermedy only once. This was 
“at the airport in Dallas during the 1956 campaign of Adlai 
«Stevenson, and. we admired him from that day. After the 
wassassination we recalled.the words of Albert Camus, about 
his friend and fellow underground worker, Rene Leynaud; 

_ who was murdered by-the Germans. Camus wrote: “. . 33 
His exceptionally proud heart, protected by. his faith an 
xhis sense of honor, would have found the. words: needed 
_ But his is now forever silent. And some who are not worthy 
-speak of the honor that.-was identified with him, while 
-others who are not trustworthy speak in the name.of the 
-God he had chosen.”.- Soe cs as a TD 

Tt would be presumptuous for a weekly. newspaper 
to think it could solve such a heinous crime. So heinous, in 
fact, that every branch of the government involved assisted 

“in, covering and. obfucating the. evidence- left~ after..that 
‘Htervible weekend. in Dallas... a ee 
is Our aim is.to‘try to assist history, and to that end we 
aSLail-continue*to worke::? : tae OE 

“= Tn “MASK FOR TREASON, The Lincoln Murder Trial’ 
aughan Shelton said:.~ : a 

.. In spite of the fact thatthe legend of the Boo 
éé‘conspiracy’”’. presented. to: the nation at. the Conspir: 
#frial has. remained--the general’ basis ‘for textbook versio 

has persisted. .. .. Since*legends:are only fantasy: sparingly} 
Seasoned: with fact, repeated analysis :of. them. doés-. 
faunfortunately, bring “us ‘much. closer to. the truth... 

Be The fanciful. legend: Earl Warren helped: to fix. in’ t 
o4minds of Americans is the burden. he must: bear.) 9°24 
» Timid liberals. in. Dallas must: share.agreat part of th¢ 
sresponsibility for the pre-assassination attitudes. in Dallag’ 
“which permitted such “an: atmosphere to: féster there, An 
#effective organization in Dallas would have discovered thé 
‘plot before its culmination. ‘There’ is.:more. evidence: thar 
ithe Jarnagin. report: that: Ruby and Oswald were acquainted: 
e¢ = Liberals in Dallas. did. not..work to: make ‘sure all: fact¥ 
“were reported after the assassination, -anid- this criminal 
wneglect. will blacken the name of “Dallas for all time’ 
;2xample: On the morning of the Presidential parade, one 
.Of Ruby’s Dallas strippers had .an automobile: accident near 
Lemmon and Inwood Road ‘on the Presidential parade route; 
-On the front seat of her car was a map marked as the one 
jlater. presented. as. the map. belonging .to..Oswald... Little 
wonder Oswald showed. surprise when he ‘saw a mark at 
the site of the assassination on the map..Even Oswald soon 
figured out that he was:"Just:a patsy” :whichwas.what 
‘he screamed to newsmen “at.7:55 on: Friday ‘nich a F : night.:cr 4, 
“. We repeat our prediction that more: killings: are goin : 
‘to be necessary in order to keep this crime.quiet:. ..<-:. 
=: A description of the-Commission’s activities might: 
‘compared to an inept strip-mining company with an area. 34 
‘rich ore lying in plain view ready only to be tema tears 
“scooped up and reduced to purity. The Commission’s cattore 
“neys ignored the rich exposed evidence and began immediag 
=tely to drill individual shafts and tunnels as seemed to suit 
*éach attorney. or investigator. It is difficult to comprehend, 
®such errors by competent lawyers and investigators. Yet 
“this is the Warren Report, and the starting point fox 

iof the episode for a hundred years, the suspicion ofa plot



“historians. 
The battle is still raging in medical circles -over the 

icincompetency in-handling the autopsy report on the body 
of President Kennedy. Was ever a head..of state’s - body 
iemore poorly analyzed after his death by medical personnel 
ewho knew better? Outside of ancient. history,.was ever @ 
ahead of state more poorly served by the branches of the 
government supposed to be protecting him? 
iui The only possible reason we have found for the lack at 
$horoughness in Dallas on the wounds is that it is alleged 

“athe personnel were so anxious for a souvenir. One of the 
eepersonnel, it is alleged, had the crassness to ask Mrs. 
«Kennedy, as she was leaving the hospital, if he could keep 
:¢President Kennedy’s undershirt! This, apparently, is thé 
asreason the undershirts of neither the President nor Gov: 
enor Connally are shown- in » the Warren Report exhibits... 

z 1 Bl wenresentative: who: 

A ARE. : 
nak” Bute ‘the, Teco verys ADDR enily.4.was not made until 
_ after the Warren Report had been printed. ee 
a... Summation is a misnomer for this installment, but a 
..Mame must be given for the last chapter of this volume: 
_, Many important witnesses have not been mentioned in this 
.book. Some have been only slightly mentioned when they, 
_adeserve much more space-in a future volume. The shadowys 
ydtestimony of George DeMorenshield, and George: Bouhe: 
have not been mentioned. Mrs. Ruth Paine deserves much 
Space at a later date. 

-Only one comment. will be made at this time on thd 
estimony of J, Edgar Hoover, the mighty of mighties, who 
an. do no wrong—in sending flowers to Walter Jenkins;: 

40 by calling Nobel Peace Prize winner Rev. Martin Luther} 
King Jr.‘ ... the most notorious liar in the country.” °¥ 

epic Needless to say there are many opinions reached by: 
© "Hoover in his.testimony on which this editor does not feel 
sagompetent to evaluate.. We only hope he was more accurate: 

‘in the rest of his testimony than h€“was in the monologue. 
a .: Printed here: 
‘p69 2. Now, some people have raised the question: Why; 
didn’t he shoot. the President ‘as the car came towards the; 
“'gterehouse where he was: working? 
“=. “Phe reason for that is, I think, the fact there were. 
some trees between his window on the. sixth floor and the: 
ears as they. turned. and. went, through the park. So he 

iti : got ut roi: ‘ander, “the't g trees, | and the’ 

wot the. eccu- ‘limbs and then he haa a Perfectly. clear: 
;pants of the car.’.°.. 

Does the FUI Director mean there are some trees in 

‘the middle of Houston Street in Dallas, or does he mean 
there is a tree six stories tall in front of the bookstore 
building? 

The fact is the view was not obstructed at all as the 
fresident’s car approached the bookstore on that hateful 
day, nor is the view obstructed today. (See inside cover of: 
this book for a picture taken near the corner of Main an 
‘Houston looking toward the warehouse where . Oswa 
worked). When the President’s car turned the corner, the 
“View was blocked by a tree for 157 feet past the corner. 
-Oswald had a much closer shot as the President approached 
‘than he ever had as the car was leaving the corner of 
rHouston and Elm Street. 

A. more germane question for the FBI Director might 
, have been: “Where in the Dealy Plaza area is the best 
| place to assassinate a man?” Surely Mr. Hoover, who was 
| the Director at the time of the gunning down of the no- 
‘toricus John Dillinger on a street in downtown Chicago, 
wou'd have had the correct answer, If one wants to make 

| doubly sure an assassination is to be successful, one uses 
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